OUSD emPower Energy Awareness Activities
Please check off at least three of the following activities for your site. See column on the left for
appropriate grade level participation.

K-12

5-12

K-12

Assembly
(Recommended)

Energy Audit (inclass or after school)

The emPower team will work with interested classrooms or student
groups to survey energy use in selected rooms using various
professional tools.

Staff Training and/or
PTA Presentation

Through our partner organizations, we can provide staff training on
energy use and conservation. In addition, the emPower team can
present energy saving ideas for schools and homes at a PTA meeting.

Energy-related Art
Activity
K-12

K-12

K-12

K-12

Hold an Earth
Day/Green Festival
Event

Energy Bulletin
Board

Incorporate Energy
Curriculum

Movie Screening
K-12

9-12

K-12

The emPower team will partner with a third-party organization to host an
assembly to promote energy conservation. Students from all grade levels
are encouraged to participate, and assemblies will be tailored to the
grade level of the students. The assembly is expected to last ~1 hour.

The emPower team can assist with an art activity or art contest that is
related to energy.

Hold a school-wide, day-long or week-long event that helps raise
awareness of sustainability issues, including energy use.
Make monthly public announcements providing energy tips, upcoming
energy events, and recognition for classes or students that have
achieved significant energy savings. An Energy bulletin board is a great
way to provide energy information and keep the discussion going.
Through our partner organizations, the emPower team will provide and
lead in-class activities/lessons that align with California standards for
education.

Provide a movie and related discussion materials related to energy.

Panelist discussion
for high school
students

The emPower team can coordinate a panel of professionals in the
energy and sustainability field to speak to high school students on topics
such as green careers, sustainability best practices, corporate social
responsibility, and others.

Make your own!

The emPower team will cater to your school’s uniqueness. We will work
together to identify an energy-related activity and incorporate it into your
program!

